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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE. 
WALTER C. WOOD, OF CRANSTON, RHODE ISLAND. 

BRACELE AND THE LIKE, 

1,394,877. 
Application filed January 15, 1921. 

To all thon if icy concern: 
Be it known that I, WALTER C. WooD, a 

citizen of the United States, residing at 
Edgewood, city of Cranston, in the county 
of Providence and State of Rhode Island, 
have invented certain new and useful Im 
provements in Bracelets and the like, of 
which the following is a specification. 
This invention relates primarily to an im 

proved construction of chain more particu 
larly adapted for use in the jewelry art in 
the construction of bracelets, necklaces, and 
the like. 
The object of this invention is to provide 

a novel construction of chain in which links 
are hinged or yieldably connected together. 
A further object of the invention is to 

provide a chain of this character which is 
simple and inexpensive in construction and 
which is composed of a series of links, each 
having an integral portion adapted to be 
locked into an integral portion of the next 
adjacent link whereby the links are con 
nected together and the chain is rendered 
very flexible. 
With these and other objects in view, the 

invention consists of certain novel features 
of construction, as will be more fully de 
scribed, and particularly pointed out in the 
appended claims. 
In the accompanying drawings: 
Figure 1 is an edge view of my improved 

chain as made up into a bracelet form, a 
portion only of the bracelet links being 
shown, the balance being indicated in dotted 
lines. 

Fig. 2 is an enlarged view of one of the 
links as cut from sheet stock. 

Fig. 3 is a side elevation partly in section, 
illustrating the blank shown in Fig. 2, as 
dapped or swaged forming the body por 
tion into concave shape and bending the 
integral extending members into shape to be 
connected to those of the next adjacent link. 

Fig. 4 is an enlarged end view of the 
T-shaped hinged member with its trunnions 
raised above the plane of the tongue. 

Fig. 5 is a view illustrating two of the 
link members as hingedly connected together 
with the gems shown in dotted lines. 

Fig. 6 is a sectional elevation showing a 
pearl or gem as set in the concaved body 
portion of the link and riveted therein by a 
pin which extends outward from the body 
of the gem. 

Fig. 7 is a modification illustrating one of 
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the hinge members as made in bail form and 
the other in the form of a bendable tongue. 
With reference to the drawings, 10 desig 

nates the body of the link which may be 
constructed from sheet stock, first into the 
form illustrated in Fig. 2, in which a pair 
of parallel, laterally-extending bendable 
fingers 11 project from one edgethereof and 
a single tongue 12 extends from the opposite 
end thereof, which tongue is provided with 
laterally-extending hinge tunnions 13. The 
next operation is to swage this body portion 
into the form illustrated in Fig. 3, the body 
of which is formed substantially concave 
convex providing a shallow setting for the 
reception of a gem 14 which, in this par 
ticular case, is an artificial pearl. 
These hinged trunnions 13 are shown as 

being raised above the plane of the outer 
surface 15 of this tongue member and this 
tongue is turned inwardly so that its extrem 
ity is about parallel with the inner or con 
tacting surface 16 of the body of the link 
so that when the hinged fingers 11 are folded 
about these trunnions the outer edge 17 of 
the finger will be substantially parallel 
with the outer face 18 of the body of the 
link and the inner portion 19 at the bend 
will be in substantial alinement with the 
inner surface 16 of the body of the link so 
that when placed upon the arm of the 
wearer no part of the hinged portion will 
extend beyond the engaging inner surfaces 
of the links to abrade or irritate the flesh; 
also by this arrangement of hinge the same 
is carried inward as far as possible so as to 
render the joint inconspicuous through the 
openings between the gems of the bracelet, 
but the most essential reason for offsetting 
these hinge portions inwardly from the outer 
edge of the body portion, is so as not to in 
terfere with the gems when the bracelet is 
set in a straight line in which position the 
peripheries of the gems should practically 
contact with each other. 

In forming a gem such as an artificial 
pearl, or the like, the glass body portion of 
the pearl is usually formed upon the stem 
20 leaving a portion projecting therefrom, 
which portion is adapted to extend through 
the opening 21 in the bottom of the body 
portion and is headed over as at 22 against 
the inner surface of the link thus perma 
nently securing a gem in each link. 

In order to connect the ends of the brace 
let together an ordinary Snap construction 
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as at 23, is provided on the ends of the 
abutting links whereby the ends of the 
bracelet may be readily connected about the 
arm of the wearer and disconnected to be 
removed therefrom when desired. 

I do not wish to be restricted to the exact 
construction of hinged members above de 
scribed as in some cases a bendable tongue 
24 may be formed on One edge of the link 
and a loop or bail 25 on the other end of 
each link, and the different links joined to 
gether by passing the tongue of one link 
through the baii or eye of the next adjacent 
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link, or any other suitable means of hingedly 
connecting the different links together, may 
be employed. - 
My improved bracelet chain is very simple 

and practical in construction, is strong and 
durable and the parts may be readily con 
nected together for the Support of gems 
and when so constructed each link forms a 
setting which is quite inconspicuous being 
practically covered by the pearls mounted 
therein. . 

The foregoing description is directed 
solely toward the construction illustrated, 
but desire it to be understood that I re 
serve the privilege of resorting to all the 
mechanical changes to which the device is 

1,394,877 

susceptible, the invention being defined and 
limited only by the terms of the appended 
claims. . . . . . . . 

I claim: . -. 
1. An article of the character described 

comprising a plurality of links, each having 
a shallow concaved body constructed of a 
sheet metal plate with oppositely projecting 
extensions integral with the outer edge of 
said body both of Said extensions being offset 
inwaldly and one of the extensions being 
folded to loosely engage the opposite ex 
tension of the next adjacent link to hingedly 
connect the links together. 

2. A chain bracelet comprising a plurality 
of sheet metal links, each having a shallow 
concaved gem-receiving body portion with 
a T-shaped tongue extending from one side 
and bendable fingers extending from the op 
posite side thereof, the fingers of one link 
being folded about the cross bar of the next 
link to hinge them together both hinge mem 
bers being set to extend inwardly from the 
outer edge of the body to position the piv 
otal axis of the hinge' on a plane substan 
tially midway between the inner and outer 
surfaces of the link body. 
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In testimony whereof affix my signature. 
WALTER C. WOOD, 


